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WHO Launches Digital Health Partnership With Europe

Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola  Fact Checked  June 12, 2023

June 5, 2023, the World Health Organization and the European Commission

announced the launch of a digital health initiative in which the WHO will establish a

global COVID-19 vaccination certiNcation system based on the European Union’s (EU)

already existing Digital COVID CertiNcate



This vaccine passport system will be expanded into a Global Digital Health

CertiNcation Network (GDHCN) run by the WHO that will include “a wide range of

digital products to deliver better health for all.” The vaccine passport will also, in time,

cover all recommended vaccinations



WHO members have approved a $6.83 billion budget for the next two years, which will

require a 20% hike in mandatory member fees



The budget increase is needed because the WHO is being set up as the sole

decisionmaker over public health globally through the proposed pandemic treaty and

International Health Regulation (IHR) amendments, each of which reinforces the

WHO’s authority and power through different avenues while erasing national

sovereignty and human rights



Baked into the pandemic treaty we also have One Health, which perfectly dovetails

with The Great Reset narrative. When you add the treaty, the IHR amendments and One

Health together, it becomes clear that the WHO is being set up as the de facto power

center of the deep state, and this One World Government will rule everything
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June 5, 2023, the World Health Organization and the European Commission

announced the launch of a “landmark digital health initiative to strengthen global

health security.”

As explained in the press release,  as of this month, the WHO will establish a global

COVID-19 vaccination certiNcation system based on the European Union’s (EU)

already existing Digital COVID CertiNcate (EU DCC) to “help facilitate global mobility

and protect citizens across the world from ongoing and future health threats.”

Eventually, this vaccine passport system will be expanded into a Global Digital Health

CertiNcation Network (GDHCN) run by the WHO that will include “a wide range of

digital products to deliver better health for all.” The vaccine passport will also, in time,

cover all recommended vaccinations, not just COVID-19.  The press release

continues:

“This partnership will work to technically develop the WHO system with a

staged approach to cover additional use cases, which may include, for

example, the digitization of the International CertiAcate of Vaccination or

Prophylaxis. Expanding such digital solutions will be essential to deliver

better health for citizens across the globe.

This cooperation is based on the shared values and principles of

transparency and openness, inclusiveness, accountability, data protection

and privacy, security, scalability at a global level, and equity. The European

Commission and WHO will work together to encourage maximum global

uptake and participation.”

Why Implement COVID Passport When Shots Don’t Work?

As reported by The Daily Sceptic, the announcement raises many questions:

“Vaccine passports are controversial, even in the United Nations ... June 30th
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2021 ... the UNESCO World Commission for the Ethics of Science and

Technology and the UNESCO International Bioethics Committee released a

joint statement warning that ‘any COVID-19 certiAcate ... should account for

scientiAc uncertainty regarding the degree of protection that speciAc

vaccines, past infections and negative COVID-19 test results provide’ ...

In light of these concerns, the UN agencies proposed that ‘a research

program should be developed to assess their impact on society and public

health, and the risks they might bring.’

The new press release from the WHO and EU makes no mention of the

progress of this research program, or whether it has been established at all.

Is it not necessary to ascertain the effectiveness and cost-beneAt proAle of

an intervention before rolling it out globally and making it permanent?

Given how leaky COVID vaccines are, and how short-lived any protection

offered by them might be — some studies even show the vaccinated

suffering higher infection rates than the unvaccinated — it’s hard to imagine

that vaccine passports delivered any real limitation of disease transmission.

But the WHO and EU don’t appear to regard this as a relevant question to ask.

Is that because they blindly assume they are beneAcial, or because they have

other reasons for wanting to roll out this restrictive technology globally?”

The implementation of a vaccine passport system — which the WHO claimed it did

not support when concerns were initially raised about it in 2021  — is a clear sign that

the WHO fully expects to take the reins on global health, and that public health is not

the primary incentive behind this power grab.

WHO Takeover Moves Full Speed Ahead

Already, WHO members have approved a $6.83 billion budget for the next two years
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(2024 through 2025), which will require a 20% hike in mandatory member fees.

“Strategic priorities” that will receive large chunks of this funding include:

Expanding universal health coverage to at least 1 billion people who do not

currently have it

Ensuring 1 billion more people are “better protected from health emergencies”

Ensuring 1 billion more people can enjoy “better health and well-being”

Developing more effective and efcient WHO support to member countries

Eradicating polio (most likely through expanded vaccination programs)

That budget increase is also needed because the WHO is being set up as the sole

decisionmaker over public health globally through the proposed pandemic treaty and

International Health Regulation (IHR) amendments, each of which reinforces the

WHO’s authority and power through different avenues while erasing national

sovereignty and human rights.

If the WHO gets its way, it will no longer be a body that makes recommendations that

countries can choose to follow. Rather, its “advice” will be akin to declarations of

international law. Member states will be required to follow the WHO’s

“recommendations” or face costly consequences.

Once the pandemic treaty and the IHR amendments are implemented, the WHO will

have the authority to impose everything from climate lockdowns and border closures

to mandatory vaccinations of all kinds. We’ve also warned that the WHO would

implement a mandatory vaccine passport system for population control purposes,

and with the announcement above, we can consider that a done deal.

The WHO will even have the authority to dictate what is truth and what is

misinformation that must be censored. The WHO will essentially outlaw democracy

worldwide because democracy cannot exist unless there is freedom of speech in

public discourse.
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Member states will have no choice but to censor what the WHO wants censored,

because each country is also required to set up an enforcement agency to ensure the

WHO’s edicts are followed nationwide, and that includes censorship activities.

Understand Where We’re Headed

For a further review of the WHO’s new Global Digital Health CertiNcation Network, see

John Campbell’s video review above.

It’s now beyond imperative that people understand where we’re headed, and that the

COVID measures weren’t just responses to a given pandemic, but rather were the

foundation for a totalitarian one world government where human rights and freedoms

will no longer exist.

Indeed, the pandemic treaty redeNnes human rights as “health equity” and nothing

else. The IHR amendments also eliminate individual rights and freedoms speciNcally.

IHR Article 3 is being amended as follows (strikethroughs in the text indicate that the

text is to be deleted, and the additions or revisions are underlined in bold):

“The implementation of these Regulations shall be with full respect for the

dignity, human rights and fundamental freedoms of persons based on the

principles of equity, inclusivity, coherence and in accordance with their

common but differentiated responsibilities of the States Parties, taking into

consideration their social and economic development.”

In other words, bodily autonomy and personal choice are being replaced by one-size-

Nts-all medicine that has no regard for human dignity, human rights or fundamental

freedoms. The right to opinions that differ from the WHO’s is also being removed on

the national level.

IHR Article 2 is also being amended in such a way that the WHO will have the

authority to take action on ANYTHING that has the “potential to impact public health,”

https://takecontrol.substack.com/p/pandemic-treaty-unelected-one-world-government


and this includes everything from climate and pollution to agricultural land use and

the food industry, as speciNed under the One Health agenda,  which is baked into

the pandemic treaty.

To understand what’s at stake, please review the article-by-article compilation of the

proposed IHR amendments,  found here, and then compare that to the proposed

treaty. A “Zero Draft” dated February 1, 2023, can be found here.

As explained by the WHO back in 2021, the treaty is the “framework that recognizes

the central role of the IHR.”  So, these two instruments are designed and intended to

work as a unit, with the treaty giving recognition to the IHR, and the IHR amendments

stripping nations of their sovereignty.

But that’s not all. Baked into the pandemic treaty we also have One Health, which

perfectly dovetails with The Great Reset narrative. When you add these three things

together — the treaty, the IHR amendments and One Health — it becomes clear that

the WHO is being set up as the de facto power center of the deep state, and this One

World Government will rule everything.

Treaty Expands WHO’s Power Beyond Pandemics

As illustrated in the graphic  below, the One Health agenda is based on the premise

that a broad range of aspects of life and the environment have the potential to impact

human health.

In addition to the life segments listed on this graph, the scope of One Health,

according to a One Health Commission document,  also includes communications,

economics, civil society, global trade, commerce and security, public policy and

regulation, research, noncommunicable diseases and much more.
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Under the new treaty, the WHO will have unilateral power to make decisions about all

of these areas, and its dictates will supersede and overrule any and all local, state and

federal laws. In short, if the pandemic treaty is enacted, the WHO will not merely have

the authority to dictate how countries prepare for and respond to pandemic threats: It

will have the authority to dictate every aspect of our lives.

The WHO, in turn, is beholden to and does what its funders want, and the largest



funder is Bill Gates (when you add together all his various donation sources). Gates,

of course, is invested in all primary Great Reset necessities, including fake food,

drugs, vaccines, surveillance and climate modiNcation technologies.

One Health Is the Subversion of Holistic Health

As noted by David Bell, a senior scholar at Brownstone Institute, a public health

physician and former medical ofcer and scientist at the WHO, the One Health agenda

is really the subversion of the age-old holistic concept of health:

“Ill health is a lever for fear, and death even more so, especially to those who

believe that we are simply organic constructs that end in dust and decay. A

cult feeding off these fears, holding that the entire biosphere is threatening

us with diseases and death, would therefore have real potential for mass

control.

Convince followers that humans are the poison that made this world so

destructive, and you will also have a means to stoke hate against non-

believers whilst adding guilt to the tools for compliance.

A cult based on fear of the world and the people who poisoned it, dressed up

in philanthropy and virtue, has risen amongst us. Co-opting One Health

terminology, it is now funded by the spoils of COVID, and empowered by

technology that can take this medieval witch-hunting sect global.

The environment, everywhere, should be managed and protected for human

beneAt — physical, mental, and social. The One Health concept, centered in

such common sense, was once no more than this. It is a rational way to

express an age-old principle ... Sanitation and improved nutrition will save

more lives than the next round of proAteering brought to us by PAzer.

However ... One Health has been hijacked by self-proclaimed philanthropists
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... One Health is being corrupted in two ways, but for the same ends and by

much the same people. Understanding one tells us about the people we are

dealing with, the other reveals their motives.”

The One Health Ideology Is Anti-Human

As explained by Bell, One Health is an ideology that places human life and welfare on

par with all other life, including plants and animals. This means that your life, and the

lives of your children, are no more important than the lives of polar bears, trees,

waterways and soil.

If your actions cause ecological harm, and the polar bear doesn’t, then you are the one

who must be eliminated from the equation. That’s really the crux of this ideology. It’s

not pro-environment but, rather, anti-human at its core.

“Within this ‘equitable’ worldview, humans become a pollutant,” Bell writes.

“Ever-growing human populations have driven other species to extinction

through environmental change, from the megafauna of ancient Australasia to

the plummeting insect populations of modern Europe.

Humans become a plague upon the earth, and their restriction,

impoverishment and death may therefore be justiAed for a greater good.

It is di]cult for people to grasp that this is a guiding ideology of public

Agures, as it runs counter to most human moral systems or Natural Law ...

We must understand the ideology driving this movement, as they intend for

us to follow their dictates, and they intend to indoctrinate our children.”

Expose the Barren Ideology of One Health

One Health is also designed to control the masses through fear. We’re constantly
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bombarded with predictions of doom and told we must be protected for our own

good.

“Expanding this approach from a single virus to any aspect of the biosphere

impacting human well-being, such as climate, provides an opportunity to use

this totalitarian tool of population control to reshape society to the model

that the purveyors of fear desire,” Bell notes, adding:

“Through amendments to the International Health Regulations (IHR) and a

new ‘pandemic treaty,’ the WHO is coupling this broad deAnition of One

Health with a deAnition of ‘emergency’ that simply requires recognition of a

threat rather than actual harm.

When applied to the WHO’s broad deAnition of health, ‘physical, mental and

social well-being,’ almost all aspects of normal life could be included in its

scope. Addressed through a proscriptive public health paradigm that

encompasses global mandates, restrictions and censorship, and those

running this agenda have an opportunity for unprecedented power ...

[In] 2019, the WHO stated in its recommendations for pandemic incuenza

that border closures, quarantine, and prolonged business closures should

never be undertaken in response to a pandemic. These measures would drive

inequality and disproportionately harm low-income people, destroying both

economies and social capital.

In 2020, refocusing priorities on a new constituency, the WHO promoted

these same inequitable policies. The evidence did not change, but the

constituency did. Wealthy people and corporations had become signiAcant

directive funders of WHO programs. Those who beneAt from improved

nutrition and sanitation cannot fund the WHO’s growing staff, but those

proAting from the largesse of the COVID response can ...



Evil is not defeated by hiding from it. It is fought by exposing the ideology

that drives it, the greed, the lies, and the deceit ... In the end, mad ideologues

collapse under the weight of their own deceit and the shallowness of their

dogmas.

The earth-mother religion of a corrupted One Health and the feudalist

ambitions of its priests will be no different. We should not fear public health

or a holistic view of the world. They are ours and can be a force for good.

Rather, we should expose the hollowness of the people who would subvert

them, driven by their own greed and barren ideologies.”

We’re Running Out of Time

Importantly, as noted by comedian Jimmy Dore in the featured video above, the

pandemic treaty is not something that member nations must opt into. It’s an opt-out

proposition. If a nation fails to opt out before the deadline, they automatically accept

the treaty.

Based on the current timeline, the World Health Assembly (WHA) will vote on the

pandemic treaty in May 2024, and it will take force 30 days later. That gives us just

under a year and a half to get the U.S. to either opt out, or better yet, exit the WHO

altogether.

The IHR amendments will also be voted on in May 2024. The 10-month deadline for

member states to reject the amendments will expire in March 2025, and the

amendments will come into force for any nation that did not reject them in May 2025.

For any member that rejects the amendments, the 2005 IHR will apply.

Strangely enough, some of the IHR amendments have been adopted already. As

reported by author and researcher James Roguski,  they were adopted during the

75th World Health Assembly, May 27, 2022, even though nothing was signed. This is

yet another testament to the rampant lawlessness and subversive tactics we’re
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dealing with.

Disturbingly, many Americans aren’t even aware that the U.S. government is about to

relinquish our national sovereignty and everyone’s personal bodily autonomy to the

WHO  because mainstream media aren’t talking about it.

So, please, share this and any other articles you Nnd on this subject with everyone you

know, and continue to educate yourself. By far, these are the greatest threats to

freedom the world has ever seen, and the risks apply evenly to everyone, no matter

where you live.

Fact Checkers Take Advantage of Confusion

Keep in mind that while the IHR amendments and treaty address different areas of the

WHO’s new power structure, they will work together to massively empower the WHO

once both come into force. Also be aware that since the global takeover is happening

on several fronts at the same time, it’s easy to get confused on the details, and this

confusion can easily become fodder for fact checkers. As reported by The Defender:

“The AP recently ‘fact-checked’ claims that the pandemic treaty endangers

national sovereignty. According to the AP, it ‘does not overrule any nation’s

ability to pass individual pandemic-related policies’ and ‘does not overrule

any nations’ individual health or domestic policies.’ There would be

‘effectively no legal consequences for signatories who fail to adhere to it or

violate its terms.’

The AP ‘fact-check’ doesn’t mention the proposed IHR amendments. [Author

and researcher James] Roguski cited this as an example of the frequent

concation of the pandemic treaty and the IHR amendments. He said

language eroding national sovereignty is not found in the pandemic treaty —

but is found in the IHR amendments.
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‘Everyone’s paying attention to the treaty,’ Roguski said. ‘They’re completely

and totally cross-pollinating the details that are in the amendments,

attributing them to the treaty, and getting ‘fact-checked’ to high heaven.”

Call on Congress to Withdraw US From the WHO

While the U.S. House and Senate have introduced identical bills to thwart the WHO’s

power grab through the proposed pandemic treaty, that still might not protect us,

because the treaty is speciNcally written to circumvent the Senate-approval process.

A far more effective strategy would be for Congress to withhold its annual

contributions to the WHO, and then withdraw the U.S. from the WHO altogether. I

believe it may be worth supporting all these strategies. So, please, contact your

representatives and urge them to:

Support the No WHO Pandemic Preparedness Treaty Without Senate Approval

Act

Withhold funding for the WHO

Support U.S. withdrawal from the WHO

We also need to protect our nation against the IHR amendments. To that end, the

World Council for Health has launched a global #StopTheWHO campaign. Here’s how

you can get involved:

Speak — Raise awareness on the ground and online. Use articles, posters, videos

Act — Campaign through rallies, political mobilization, legal notices and cases and

similar campaigns

Collaborate with health freedom coalitions such as the World Council for Health

Explore activist toolboxes such as the World Council for Health Stop the Who
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Campaign and stopthewho.com

Engage global indigenous leadership to take a united stand against the WHO’s IHR

Activate people’s parliaments, legislatures or referendums to oppose the

amendments

Login or Join to comment on this article

 

oldbiker562

Pay no attention to the unelected UN WHO , WEF CDC etc , just live your lives don't comply. I here by

declare as a Canadian with the bill of rights as well as the charter of rights and medical rights that

WHO has no authority over me whatsoever no matter who signs what, and I will not comply, even if this

requires a Nght to the death!

Posted On 06/12/2023

 

pra3771

Amen!!! Litterally the exact way I'd handle it. Live free or die!

Posted On 06/12/2023

 

bonbon1472003

As a Canadian I agree 100% with you.

Posted On 06/12/2023
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otis101

Thanks old biker for pointing out the path to follow. Don't comply and if you are, Stop complying

and start resisting. Thomas Paine said, many years ago: "If there must be trouble, let it be in my

day, that my child may have peace." We are in the midst of very serious trouble and now is not the

time to expect others to Nght the Nght while one does nothing. If you do nothing your children will

not have peace. Be prepared to Nght to the death, as you, old biker are saying. Silence is Consent.

Posted On 06/12/2023

 

Wasarebel

End those that encroach

Posted On 06/12/2023
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Guillermou

PARLIAMENT IS PLAYING CATCH UP ON THE WHO TREATY NEGOTIATIONS. EXPANSIONIST

AMBITIONS UNVEILED IN PLAIN SIGHT “If adopted in full, those two draft agreements will

transform the WHO from an international health advisory body of recently chequered history into a

supranational authority with powers to order lockdowns, mandatory testing, travel restrictions and

vaccinations at national and regional levels during a public health emergency of its own declaring.

Among other new powers the organisation will acquire control over the allocation of medical

resources between its member states; it will mandate minimum levels of public spending on

pandemic preparedness and response (the current proposal is to require an eye-watering 5% of

national health budgets plus a yet-to-be-speciNed percentage of GDP); and it will expand its

censorship activities by “strengthen[ing] capacities to counter misinformation and disinformation”.

Put simply, an astonishing land-grab of national sovereignty and autonomy. The idea to

supercharge the WHO was the brainchild of Boris Johnson, among other esteemed world leaders

of the pandemic era; while one hand tooketh back control the other was giving it away, so the UK

Government has played a visible and supportive role in the negotiations to date.

Then, two weeks ago, responding to concerns raised by a group of back-bench Conservative party

MPs, Andrew Mitchell, the junior Foreign Ofce minister, delivered an ostensibly robust yet

curiously ambiguous reaction to The Telegraph: “We’re clear that we would never agree to anything

that crosses our points of principle on sovereignty or prevents the UK from taking decisive action

against future pandemics”. We’ll Nght them on the beaches if they cross our, erm, points of

principle.” usforthem2020.substack.com/p/parliament-is-playing-catch-up-on?utm_sou..

 (06/12/2023)
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caws

So our illustrious leaders [USA / Biden] are signing us up for this with no input from the people or

Congress by Executive Order? I don't think so. If he does it cannot Constitutionally stand. Also hate

to tell you Jimmy but the biggest contributors to the WHO are the Chinese and Bill Gates; Schwab

is just the facilitator along with his little minion Yuval Harrari.

Posted On 06/12/2023

 

Ronald_H

Perspective - Strange planet, this Earth. Suppose I'm visited by extraterrestrials and they ask me to

explain why do 7,979,261,010 (2023 est.)* people on Earth do the bidding of about 300 frail and

weak old people? It would be hard to explain!      *

www.cia.gov/the-world-factbook/countries/world/#people-and-society

Posted On 06/12/2023

 

SunsetBob

Bravo, oldbiker! A Nght to the death, I feel the same way!

Posted On 06/12/2023

 

gup5336

Sadly one way or another they will try to kill us!

Posted On 06/12/2023
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Galeforce

The real question is WHO is the WHO? And what right do they have to override sovereignty and dictate

how I should mange my health? As long as I can still vote in elections, I will refuse to authorise my

government to tell me how to live even if they try to make it a crime to refuse!  I will go out on the

streets to protest, along with the billions of other people who will likely do the same.

Posted On 06/12/2023

 

Darwina

What do we do when our governments by stealth are giving away our sovereignty?

Posted On 06/12/2023

 

BigZetch

Don't you think they know that and gave taken it into consideration? The next false yag is the BIG

ONE..and that's the bogus alien invasion which has been in their agenda for many years. This

would have been seen as laughable a couple of decades ago, but have you noticed how certain "

incidents" have been covered in the arbiters of truth and transparency aka the mainstream media.

Did you know Dr Gary Nolan, supposed alien abducteeis .. Stanford professor..is best friends with

Dr FowlChi...? He is being used to legitimise this greatest of all cons....together with a well know

elec. car innovator with one of many sidelines being brain transplants/ transhumanism. What a

versatile chap.!!!

Posted On 06/12/2023
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brianallen1

What right did governments have to override your sovereignty and dictate your health during the

Scamdemic? But they did because people complied. Did you wear a muzzle? Even one time? Why?

Because you complied! The people GIVE them the right on a silver platter. Protest in the streets?

They'll be ROFLMAO!

Posted On 06/12/2023
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Guillermou

Robert F. Kennedy Jr., president and founder of CHD, urged the public to sign a petition against the

imminent takeover of WHO through the IHR amendment and the closely related Pandemic Treaty,

which seeks to seize power and dominance in all health matters over and above the sovereignty of

its 194 member states. Despite the catastrophic public health failures during C-19, the WHO has

been negotiating the new rules to deal with pandemics with a May 2024 deadline for a legally

binding agreement to be adopted by the UN and countries. members. The new pact is a priority for

the director general of the WHO, Kennedy CHD's #TheGreatFreeset campaign provides an

opportunity to resist the centralization of power by international organizations such as the WHO

and the initiative of the World Economic Forum.

It is an opportunity to disrupt the WHO's ongoing plans for global consolidation of power. “The

world we will leave our children depends on us rejecting the global governance agenda of the WHO.

We cannot overstate the importance of resisting this Nnal consolidation of power in a few sinister

hands with no concern for our health or best interests,” the campaign description read. (Related:

The Most Dangerous International Treaty Ever Proposed.) The WHO aims to implement changes to

the IHR through conNdential negotiations by the largely anonymous "Working Group on

Amendments to the International Health Regulations." The IHR changes would give Ghebreyesus

the authority to control which countermeasures the world would be allowed to use during a

pandemic.

Watch the video below where Brannon Howse talks about the WHO amendments that are proposed

to steal America's sovereignty. www.brighteon.com/43640a9c-6d84-4c2a-bbe7-b20e4bc41c6c

 (06/2023) www.uncoverdc.com/2023/06/06/pandemic-treaty-one-step-closer-to-contro..

 (06/2023)
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BigZetch

BrianA..It is important to re ognise those who are creating the urrent events have a very good

understading of group psychology. I wore a mask because if not, I would get workers in the

supermarket in trouble, and being a 6 ' 5 " power athlete, things may have escalated. Yes, I knew it

was a scam including the mask factor. I had just opened a gym befor it hit and told the members

they didnt need to wear one while there.Even though I explained to them about hypoxia and the

dangers of exercising while wearing one, many insisted and saw me as a " conspiracy theorists "

One of the factors behind 9 11was to ixentify the depth of cognitive dissonance amongst the

public.

Obviously the levels were met, ready for the next step. This is still happening, but another " virus "

would not be nearly as effective. Again they know that.....Ive known for decades the false alien

invasion strategy, even befor the reagan reference. And now of course, there is an acccelaration

regarding UFOs " disclosure ".All ties in.
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Segstar

WHO is the WHO? Perhaps these lads can somewhat answer that

question..https://youtu.be/oyR3TzIgi-U
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WillieBe

Those of you talking about face mask requirements forget one thing. The global elite and

celebrities LOVED the mask movement. They pushed the masks on everyone because it gave them

the freedom to move among us, without being recognized. I bet that if you dig deep, you will Nnd

that many of them had Nnancial ties to all of those mass mask production facilities that seemed to

pop up overnight.
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brianallen1

Fletch, I understand and agree with you. My whole point has always been that if people can't stand

up to tyranny in the smallest way (masking) they won't defy it in the biggest ways. People talk real

big and act real small. I never have donned mask and never will. It doesn't make me better than

anyone else. However, it does take quite a lot of nerve and gumption to be the only one in the

grocery store every visit. Interestingly, people would want to Nght me in the parking lot but the

cashiers treated me wonderfully. Maybe I was their only semblance of normalcy at the time. Every

single person who did not comply REALLY mattered and made a difference. If you paid attention,

when just a certain amount of people were maskless, many more followed.  The same goes for the

armed people who say they can "have my gun when they pry it from my cold, dead hands." We'll see

how that works out when they have 8-12 jack booted thugs holding them at gunpoint at their home.
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otis101

Thanks Segstar for Who Are You link. Lyrics and back story.

genius.com/The-who-who-are-you-lyrics
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Palazzolo

Any and all three letter agencies, including the WHO, were contrived by the Rockefeller Roundtable

Commission (1890-1948) and the Rockefeller Foundation (1948) and are owned and operated by

the global deep state (viz., cabal) and its minions, respectively.
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ElizabethHope

Has anyone renewed their U.S. Passport recently?? I just received my new passport in the mail. 1st

Page inside is HARD PLASTIC! It has a black & white hologram of my picture. On the opposite page

(made of paper) is the color version of my photo. I’ve never seen that in my life! This shiny hard plastic

1st page looks like it is meant to carry encrypted data!! The rest of the pages are made of paper like a

regular passport would have. Now I see this article about the WHO. We have to PRAY as a community

to stop them! East Germans did by weekly prayer meetings for peace in Leipzig Cathedral. Then the fall

of communism occurred without bloodshed in East Germany - 1st with the fall of the Berlin Wall, & then

the rest of the Soviet bloc followed.

TV Travel Show Host Rick Steves shared that tidbit of information on his 30-minute episode about

Leipzig & Dresden, Germany (free to watch online). Everyone, please watch the movie “War Room” - it’s

about creating a PRAYER CLOSET of your own. We’re not Nghting “against yesh & blood, but against

principalities, against powers, against the rulers of the darkness of this world, against spiritual

wickedness in high places.“ We need to elect a President who will pull us out of the WHO. We need to

elect legislators - US Representatives & US Senators - who will defund the WHO!

WE NEED TO SPREAD THE WORD!!! Ask people to look at their new passport if they doubt this

proposed plan. Let’s make a personal Vision Board with words & images of a Free & Honest Democracy

with Medical Freedom! Remember the Canadian Truckers? They held peaceful protests with love & joy

in Canada’s capital city. They immobilized delivery of goods across the border to the US, thereby

striking fear of copycat trucker protests around the world. THAT’S WHY the Mask Mandates were

repealed nationwide & worldwide! Now everyone realizes that masks aren’t necessary & NATURAL

IMMUNITY WORKS! Canadian Truckers used what they had with faith & courage! Let’s do the same!!
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rrealrose

Yes? Don't put your N95 mask too far away...we Nnally had a valid reason to wear masks outside

due to way excessive wildNre smoke, yet mainstream media took 3 days to make that suggestion,

after worst polluted air had already passed over east coast. Next generations seem to have a

critical thinking/experience gap, as joggers and bikers were out in ridiculously bad air.- - - - - - -

Forgot to add that when my renewed drivers license arrived by mail last year, the new version came

with bold type placed above my dl number that reads: Not for "REAL ID" Purposes.

Stared at that for a while. That WEF graduates have inNltrated many aspects of state and federal

govt., as have the WHO's agenda and push for digital identiNcation as currently used by the CCP's

Chinese govt, ongoing for nearly a decade. Most people are unaware that the WEF holds (2)

meetings each year, the one we hear about in Davos Switzerland, the second alternates between

Nve or six Chinese cities. Read up on how China uses their digital id system tagged to assigned cell

phone number (for life), and now intertwined with their social credit system.
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Dordee

I traveled when I was young, in the 70's when you were free to explore a country safely. No longer

care to, cannot meet, exchange ideas with the "real" people of a country. Fear of crime,

governments has erased my desire to leave home. Enough fear mongers here! When i was an art

student in Mexico, I roamed the country on foot, in 3rd class bus for a peso with chickens, burros,

rented a hammock on the beach for a peso, had fresh Nsh cooked on the beach for a peso and

never worried about anything.Maybe because I knew thel ocal witch doctor and had his protection.

I would never try that today so why travel, I have my memories of living among real people, not

fancy resorts isolated from the real country and it's people.
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Cha27220

God says to STAND, PRAY, BELIEVE. He is our hope! No weapon formed against us shall prosper. By His

blood we are saved. In His time, he will save our nation and the world. It is not time yet for the

tribulations. All evil deeds and plans against us will be revealed. We must know what those partnering

with darkness are planning to do so that when we are saved from it, the whole world will know that God

is not dead and that He is sovereign over all! John 16:33 “I have told you these things, so that in me you

may have peace. In this world you will have trouble. But take heart! I have overcome the world.”
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BILLANDLAURENVERIZON.NET

We have been under many tribulations since Jesus ascended to heaven. The Great Tribulation is

identiNed as the Dark ages when the papacy ruled over kings and all with no opposition. I agree

with you that we must trust God to take care of this world as He sees Nt. His judgments are falling

on all those who hate the truth and they are being given over to their reprobate minds, to do evil

and be condemned. 2Thessalonians 2. The Protestant Reformation brought the gospel back to

people when the world was very dark, with no truth, and only a small remnant remained faithful to

CHRIST.

Not saying things won't devolve horribly but really the next event is Armageddon and we have no

idea of the timing. It is future and many things have passed in history now. Revelation is the

prophetic history of the church and not just for some few last days.....it covers the entire age since

the book of Acts...study the historic interpretation of Revelation prophecy which is the Truth. Read

Rev 1.....these things which are shortly come to pass.
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RichJedi

ACTUALLY it's not the WHO that is the real threat.. It Will be a Resurrected Roman Empire system

based in Europe with a revived and revitalized Germany as it's Head. This is so part of Bible prophecy.

Though it will appear to be a force for good at Nrst as it will bring the world out of an economic

depression and bring prosperity to the entire planet, it's altruistic endeavors will be short-lived as it's

real goal is world domination just like the original Roman Empire is always was, but even worse is that

the true goal of the demonic Powers behind this Empire there's nothing less than human extinction of

All humans from the planet. This is Satan's Empire and it has been a resurrected six times in the past in

Bible prophecy shows that the 7th and Nnal Resurrection will be the worst one, the one that will plunge

the world into what Jesus called the Great tribulation which will be so horriNc that will take his second

coming to stop it.

This is when the so-called battle of Armageddon happens, which there is no such thing in the Bible.

They simply gather at Armageddon (Har-Megiddo) to Nght what would become the Nnal battle and the

extinction of mankind, but Jesus will return when humans least expect it at that very juncture to put it

into the war that would have ended that only mankind but whole life from off planet Earth.
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juststeve

Pretty rich, the very sector of Society who have spent thousands of years herding, concentrating ever

larger populations into their Control Systems. Systems dedicated to dictate one way or another their

Anti-Life agendas, strip as much life as possible out of a region leaving desolate deserts only to move

on to continue the same. All while blocking as many healthy human structures, cultures engaged in Life

Supporting Lifestyles for not only themselves, but also for the Pillars of Life. This agenda is just the

cherry on the top of their long-time goals of what they believe is their Devine Right to have complete

total control over all and everything.

Real tools are available for us, the 99%, & those on the frontlines know full well those efforts are

attacked, maligned, prevented in too many ways to list. As for what they promote as Health, life saving

measures, get a load of this. Ten year old girl cuts herself, wants to kill herself & this what the

WEF/Who/Gates promote as 'healthcare."

www.msn.com/en-us/health/medical/my-10-year-old-daughter-wants-to-be-d..  Any questions as to

why the depression? The mental illness? Violence? The parents sound much like those educated in the

maintenance structure for the Predator Machine.

They like most, are no longer parents, the child is dictating to the mom & dad, the Mental Health are

Defacto parents of the parents. With the loss of actual, real, social bonding? The child is rudderless &

down the road may well end up being one of the statistics. But hey, the WEF/WHO/Gates are here to

save us from the kid, if they can get their way, eh? Back in the day, at ten, if displaying such behavior, I

would have received a kick in the @$$ to get my attention, giving more chores at home, then shipped

off to the family farms to shovel manure, so as not to pile it up at home. Just Sayn
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Guillermou

Terrible MSM, JUST. yes, the future of children will be depressing if people do not Nght against the

tyranny of the WEF, Gates and his WHO, who follow in the footsteps of Rockefeller's medical

practice with an increasingly fascist structure. The WHO will not stop until every person is

microchipped and tracked down like cattle. The current version of the IHR already allows the WHO

to issue recommendations to "review proof of vaccination," "require vaccination," and "implement

contact tracing of suspected or affected persons." The amendments expand on that by giving the

WHO even more power to control world affairs during a "health emergency." The globalist elite may

consider themselves saviors but the reality is that they are villains, psychopaths with instincts for

crime-based power.” The New World Order seeks a society to the taste of those who rule, with

economic and selNsh objectives that would destroy the person, the family and society.

Today, contributions from member states to WHO are capped and represent only 16% of the

budget. 84% of the money comes from Today, the contributions of member states to the WHO are

capped and represent only 16% of the budget. 84% of the money comes from private entities, the

main ones being the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation and GAVI who together contributed ~$1.2

million to the budget, making them the second largest Nnancier of WHO.

In addition, Bill Gates invests in other entities that give money to the WHO, such as the Covid-19

Solidarity Fund which received ~$55 million from BMGF and GAVI. The Bill & Melinda Gates

Foundation has funded both BioNTech and Moderna and has proNted from these companies as

their poisonous products were forced, through WHO policies, on billions of people around the

world. sashalatypova.substack.com/p/when-a-philanthropist-gifts-you-a?utm_sou..  (10/06/2023)
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Guillermou

Consider that the WHO constitutes a great threat to the US and the entire world. The governance of

the WHO constitutes an unprecedented fascism. 194 unelected puppets from all our countries,

pretending to represent us, keep preparing to erase our rights. The personal well-being and

freedoms represented by a WHO that will be able to translate its new unchecked and

unaccountable authority into the opportunity to dictate the personal health care of Americans and

all of humanity demands immediate action by Congress. . Lawmakers should use the leverage

arising from the Biden administration's insistence on raising the debt ceiling to force the president

to withdraw from the WHO now.

The World Health Organization’s pandemic treaty and amendments to the International Health

Regulations threaten personal medical sovereignty, including the doctor-patient relationship,

medical freedom and personal autonomy, experts told The Defender. “These instruments would

inject themselves and interrupt the doctor-patient relationship,” said attorney Reggie Littlejohn.

“The WHO will be saying what treatments are the correct’ ones and what treatments are the

incorrect’ ones, and that is an abrogation of sovereignty.” “An unelected bunch of foreign

bureaucrats should not be telling the U.S. or any other country how to handle our health issues.”

According to Dr. David Bell, former director of global health technologies at Intellectual Ventures

Global Good Fund: “It’s exactly what we saw in COVID, where for the Nrst time that I’m aware of,

governments banned perfectly safe medications.

“It’s not the Nrst time we’ve had vaccine mandates, but it’s the Nrst time we had an essentially

population-wide mandate, and it’s the Nrst time that we have seen safe medicines being banned,

doctors prohibited from doing what they may consider best for the patient.”

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/who-proposals-doctor-patient-threa..  (05/15/23)
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juststeve

Gui, if not for Doc and a few others, who would know this massive monster is underfoot? The

silence is so deafening, you can't even hear crickets. The crickets have probably died of

Censorship and now no one is to know that either.
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Guillermou

Very sure. Just, fear is the weapon to Nght against dissidents, those who do not believe in the

tyrants of the WEB, the WHO and all the structures of the deep state. The WHO wrapped up its 76th

World Health Assembly (WHA) event last week, and a major point of discussion was the upcoming

"covid," which Director-General Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus warned was coming soon. The WHO

is preparing its so-called "Pandemic Treaty" in preparation for the next global "health emergency",

which Ghebreyesus told members will likely be "another emerging pathogen with even deadlier

potential." This “last pandemic”, as they call it, claims to be the pandemic to end all pandemics.

In other words, this is the ending that the WHO and its partners intend to implement for the coming

year, which they intend to be the catalyst for the totalitarian new world order they have planned

after the current order is Nnally demolished. Will they succeed? is the question. Will the totalitarian

world of the globalists succeed, or will something unexpected happen to topple the globalists'

plans and take the world down a different path?

We have to Nght the disaster, the situation has never been so serious and the future of all of us is

threatened. People must defend nature and the fruits on which it feeds must be put at their

service. The man of spirit feels permanent indignation against injustice and directs his love

towards the earth and his fellow men, especially towards his children. In the human community it is

necessary to create a home that arises from his participation in the joys and sufferings of his

fellow men. www.uncoverdc.com/2023/06/06/pandemic-treaty-one-step-closer-to-contro..

 (06/06/2023)
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juststeve

Gui, in general, the General Public has proven itself to be more than willing to go the extra step, the

extra mile to participate in endeavors to repair, renew, renovate out of old destructive ways. Yet one

of the biggest monsters we Nnd ourselves doing battle without end is, take the graphic showing

how all is interconnected, we are One Life. The Predator$ Machine knows a big enough sector of

the general population understands in not only great detail but in practice what a Real Solution is.

While the favored tactic is for the Para$ite$ to create a problem to then offer what amounts to a

non-solution, beneNting them at our expense.

What make things even harder yet, if the Machine can't censor our message out of existence, the

Graphic Shows how they can take important truthful message, movement and have time after time

use them to also shift things into their destructive designs to yet again offer non-solutions,

beneNtting them at our expense. To break their heavy inyuence and control of narratives would go

a long way towards sanity. To hold ground on our healthy message and own it despite their

skullduggery would give more energy, more muscle to move forward without having to reinvent the

wheel yet again. Vandana Shiva is calling for us to reclaim, to hold our deNnition of Biodynamic

Regenerative Agriculture.

Same applies to pursuing our abilities to protect such from the malignant initiatives of the Predator

Para$ite$. Their Worldwide Health Agenda does not remotely resemble healthy health initiatives. A

true healthcare system would provide prevention Nrst, cure if possible than relief if nothing else

works. Those in the medical system need to make a living without having to bend to dictates

putting proNt$, Power and Control over all, and leaving anything challenging $afe & Effective and

no Liability, anything goes as long as it can be gotten away with behind.
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Guillermou

Very true Just, censorship is the powerful weapon of cowards and psychopaths who want to

dominate the world while sharing power and money. A record increase of $6.83 billion in the WHO

budget for 2024-2025 was approved to combat "pandemics fueled by climate change" and

"emergencies of all kinds" during the 76th. Health Assembly (WHA) in Switzerland. Dr. David Bell, a

public health physician, biotechnology consultant and former director of Global Health

Technologies at Intellectual Ventures Global Good Fund, said the approval of more funding “shows

that global health as a discipline has completely lost its way and has been absorbed by people

interested in making proNts” According to freelance journalist James Roguski, the WHO spent

twice as much on salaries ($1.164 billion) as on medical supplies and materials in 2022, which

accounted for just 13 percent of spending.

In addition to the increased contribution from member states, the WHO is also implementing the

“replenishment mechanism” to raise even more funds from private actors. It will increase the

predictability of WHO funding by encouraging multi-year commitments. It will also attract new

donors and "enhance political support for full funding of the base segment of the WHO program

budget through a year-long inclusive engagement process culminating in a high-visibility funding

event." He also denounced “anti-vaxxers” for the WHO's failure to 100 percent implement Wuhan's

coronavirus (COVID-19) and diphtheria, tetanus, and pertussis (DPT) vaccination campaigns.

Watch the video below where WHO ofcials discuss writing a new chapter in global health history

that would include vaccine passports and digital health certiNcates.

www.brighteon.com/f217b59d-e87c-4ffc-b51a-fbf18f7fe7a1

 childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/world-health-organization-disease-..  (06/05/2023)
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juststeve

Because this message can apply up and down the line of Fear Porn, Scream Meme messaging just

insert what was there before the Predator takeover. Remember when Natural meant organic for

most, now Regenerative means what Natural, Organic used to mean. Hold the line on what is Real

Regenerative, beautifully expressed. www.youtube.com/watch  as stated in the piece and it applies

here in todays article, when the Predator$ move to hijack, it means we are having Success!
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Dordee

And not just Mom, Dad but my grandparents, uncles and aunts. Mosty my punishment wasn't a hit,

but loss of privileges, like my dog couldn't sleep on my bed but had to stay in the basement. I

caused his suffering and that hurt me more than any spanking. Mom always got her point across

with an hour long lecture. Manly a time I would have welcomed a slap, even being hit in with a

board to her lectures. Father took my car keys when I left them in the car sitting in the driveway. Let

me sweat blood for 2 weeks, get duplicate keys, then threw them at me and said, don't leave the

keys in the car.

I never did that again! Today, kids are given video games to keep them quiet and the games teach

them. My parents and I did things together, kids played in the yard. I recentlyy saw a child throw a

tantrum at the grocery store because Mom would not get her what she wanted. Mother told the

checker she was sorry, took the child by the hand and left the store, spanked her in public.

Everyone in the store applauded Mom. That was very refreshing!
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66stanggirl

Sounds like the UN is all in, suggesting a study be done to monitor how covid vaccines affect people’s

health. I think we already are very aware of just what they do, and a study implemented by anyone

within or connected to the WHO would just be bought and paid for, resulting in manipulated and

skewed “Nndings.” Just take a good look around at how people and their health have declined with

these clot shots. The US is awful for helping people. We are supposed to be a developed nation, and

we are sicker and unhealthier as a whole than we were 50 years ago, yet drug companies’ proNts are

off the charts. Any collaboration with the WHO will be of no beneNt to citizens. Make your rejection of

the upcoming control over your bodily autonomy known.
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wareagle82

It's always fascinating how self-important bodies always couch their ideas in high-minded but

completely misleading language. What is "global health security" in the Nrst place, and how would this

massive intrusion into people's lives strengthen it? It is not the WHO's job to 'facilitate global mobility'

or anything remotely related to the legal comings and goings of people around the world. And it is a

massive insult to our collective intelligence to have this latest scheme passed off as beneNtting

"openness, transparency, and accountability" in any way. If the Nrst two things were accurate, then we

would not have had the massive silencing campaign of those who dared to question the Covidian high

priests.

And the third item is a lie on its face. If accountability existed, then this organization should be closer

to shutting its doors after its pitiful performance during the pandemic instead of working to expand its

purview. But as best I can tell, not a single person whose actions contributed to mass harm against

people has faced the slightest consequence and it's more likely than not that any ever will. This is a

grab for cash and power, and nothing more. Anyone unwilling or unable to see that is a menace to

society and a threat to individual privacy and safety. Then again, much of society is captive to the

nonsensical belief that "men can get pregnant." Once there are people who believe that 2+2 no longer

equals 4, there is no end to what is possible.
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jamNjim

Well, when all you have coming out of public schools is alarmist ideologies, expect nothing less than

brainwashed activist graduating from these institutions. My mother and her sister were both math

teachers. I can remember both of them complaining about parents NEVER showing up to school board

meetings! Now, concerned parents get arrested and called terrorist for coming to these meetings and

complaining about their children being taught CRT, woke-ism, and sexual identity. It's going to get

worse before it gets any better. I doubt that I'll live to see the day when we come out of this.
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rrealrose

Worse, check out this AP article today on Grift, Graft, and 400 Billion lost? The Great Grift: How

billions in COVID-19 relief aid was stolen or wasted - -

apnews.com/article/pandemic-fraud-waste-billions-small-business-labor-..  - - fairly certain this

chump change could've come in handy with major shot injuries being reported...
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TellTheTruth_2

But ye, brethren, are not in darkness, that that day should overtake you as a thief. Ye are all the children

of light, and the children of the day: we are not of the night, nor of darkness. Therefore let us not sleep,

as do others; but let us watch and be sober. Before the return of Jesus Christ there will be a ONE

WORLD 1) Government 2) Money Supply 3) Education System 4) Religion. Just relax and watch God's

PLAN fall into place.
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wondergreen11

Love one health’s 666 pamphlet. Tired of these cold blooded insects trying to ruin my party. Go to hell

WHO and all WHO represent you. You ain’t netting me. I never fell for any of these clowns tricks since

well before 911. Never wore their disgusting masks, never changed my life for it. I didn’t lose any

friends cuz I already knew them deeply and they didn’t fall for any of this idiocy either. It’s the dumb

versus the smart at this point. And I don’t want to divide but, seriously, you dummies don’t quite realize

what you’re risking here and it includes my freedom so get your *** together quick. I don’t have time for

this. We got life to live.

Posted On 06/12/2023

 

dso9183

www.youtube.com/watch  I believe the above video says it all. Bush Senior boldly told Americans in

1991 that a New World Order would happen, and Bush Junior set the stage for the diabolical scheme

by orchestrating mass killings in the Middle East (genocide), mass surveillance, endless war, new

government agencies that encroach on citizens' rights (e,g., DHS, TSA), etc. Naturally, as many of us

know, now Biden is metaphorically ready to hand our nation over to evil players in the WEF. Until

Americans can recognize that what is taking place today is not a liberal takeover but instead a

longstanding, well-planned con devised by "elite" operatives (and these operatives own both political

parties), then "We the People" will remain divided and our freedom will be signed away.

Posted On 06/12/2023
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grulla

" Naturally, as many of us know, now Biden is metaphorically ready to hand our nation over to evil

players in the WEF." Writer/author/blogger James Anthony, via Lew Rockwell, has written today to

impeach "General Secretary" Biden, "...for all the right reasons".

www.lewrockwell.com/2023/06/no_author/impeach-biden-for-all-the-right-..

Posted On 06/12/2023

 

dso9183

Grulla, I agree that impeachment is in order. I pray guilty lawmakers on both sides of the aisle are

made to pay for the coup they helped facilitate or are now pushing through.

Posted On 06/12/2023

 

Segstar

Impeaching Brandon "right now" is the worse possible thing that can be done..If you think things

are bad now, wait until you see the alternative..As stupid as it may sound, pray to God the moron

Nnishes off the term, after all he's the "big guy." But just before it's over, have at him and the rest of

the crime families... beckernews.com/breaking-fbi-documents-conNrm-that-joe-biden-is-the-bi..

Posted On 06/12/2023
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grulla

"seggy" et al, to be able to impeach a president after his term in ofce is dubious, which suggests

impeaching ASAP, in oder to avoid any lengthy, legal complications.

www.washingtonpost.com/politics/2021/01/23/can-you-impeach-former-pres..

Posted On 06/12/2023

 

kenhughesaol.com

The only thing George Orwell got wrong, was the date.

Posted On 06/12/2023

 

johnpage

Not going to happen more and more people are waking up to this world threat one day soon millions

upon millions of people will be stand up for their rights and it will be the biggest non violent protest the

world has ever seen and i mean the biggest, did you know 9 million people in france demonstrated,

millions in canada millions in uk and eu just because the msm dont report it doesnt mean it dont

happen they are just closing their eyes hoping it is not happening but it is, i will end with this. Free

peoples of the world Now is your time to stand up and stand your ground “Don't be afraid of your fears.

They're not there to scare you. They're there to let you know that something is worth it.” C. JoyBell C.

love to all.

Posted On 06/12/2023
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Rovatec

@Galeforce - sadly elections are meaningless and give illusion of democracy. The winners are chosen

how else can Trudeau, Macron, Arden etc be elected leaders - all WEF young global leaders. All

elections are rigged everywhere.  @Almond - Agreed we are at war that was started by our politicians.

 Investigate if your politicians have a signed and notarized oath of ofce. I doubt it otherwise they are

guilty of TREASON.  Clearly they are not serving WE the People.  Working on water catchment and

containment nearly done second drum (200L).

Posted On 06/12/2023

 

VocoVeritas

Rovatec, democracy is a lie. To my knowledge, there have been no true democracies since the

Greeks in the BC era. It is a lie propagated by these same NGOs like the WHO who want to control

then eradicate 95% of humanity so the remaining few will be easy to control, then those left will be

slaves to their self-appointed masters.

Posted On 06/12/2023
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BigZetch

The next false yag is the BIG ONE..and that's the bogus alien invasion which has been in their agenda

for many years. Alien virus ? Brilliant !!! This would have been seen as laughable a couple of decades

ago, but have you noticed how certain " incidents" have been covered in the arbiters of truth and

transparency aka the mainstream media ? Did you know Dr Gary Nolan, supposed alien abductee ,

Stanford professor..is best friends with Dr FowlChi...? He is being used to legitimise this greatest of all

cons....together with a well know elec. car innovator with one of many sidelines being brain

transplants/ transhumanism. What a versatile chap.!!!

Posted On 06/12/2023

 

pra3771

I heard it could be a yesh eating parasite. Has anyone else? I believe it was here.

https://youtu.be/n9g_A3SVWvI  I'm sorry but not sure at what point in the video.

Posted On 06/12/2023

 

candokid

So no longer does the American Bill of Rights and our Constitution matter anymore. We are becoming a

Communist Country more and more. I am extremely frightful for my grandchildren. We are living in the

1984 novel.

Posted On 06/12/2023
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grulla

Today's Rockwell; www.lewrockwell.com/2023/06/no_author/impeach-biden-for-all-the-right-..

Posted On 06/12/2023

 

Catryna

"However ... One Health has been hijacked by self-proclaimed philanthropists ... " "Self-proclaimed,

indeed." Criminal is the proper word. Revelation prophecy being fulNlled as we speak.

Posted On 06/12/2023

 

Pwd175yahoo.co.uk

Nearly all current UK Govt members & collaborating treasonist agents = Criminal Warmonger

Seditionist / Treasonist <{ Pfascist pfHARMa Pfraud PNlth }>

Posted On 06/12/2023

 

pipblanc

In response to this: 1. Public Health has therefore become a commodity with all that implies including

a moral waste-land. 2. What can we do about it at the grass roots level? We already know most of the

above and the writing has been on the wall since 2020 and the Nrst lockdowns. (Actually 2019 when

Covid was unleashed.) Resistance is never futile when it stems from integrity and a deep spiritual (not

religious) awareness. We must be the change we want to see...

Posted On 06/12/2023
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Almond

We are at war. It is both a material war and a spiritual war. Prepare accordingly. Anticipate both

shortages and restricted access to certain services. If you want to be healthy, take responsibility

for your own health/prevention. If you want to start a revolution, produce your own healthy food

and water. (This is contrary to the status quo.) Reusable canning lids, too. If you believe in the

family, raise your children well. Hold schools accountable or home school. Stock a decent home

library--books are often avail free from many sources. Become familiar with defense, etc.. (So

much I cannot mention in detail.) Learn to recycle, repurpose, make it yourself, make do, do

without.

Provide for yourself, build networks and strong grassroots communities. Consider your talents and

ability to contribute; adopt a community project or start one. This may be easier done in small

cohesive rural areas, but much can still be accomplished by motivated individuals in inner cities. If

you have a strong constitutionalist sheriff, work with him, esp. if he is the sort to train and raise a

posse. If not, work to elect one who is. Take one step at a time as each opportunity presents itself

or can be arranged over time. Continue to grow and expand. Keep moving ahead and refuse to let

others hold you back by their negativity. Establish your own stability and reach out to others.

-But understand triage is necessary for those who will not help themselves when given the

opportunity. Teach your skills to others. One-on-one, with hands-on experience, can be very

productive if each person goes on to teach another. Further, know your community and also the

local geography of your area--mapping and (natural) resources. Who are the key individuals with

knowledge/skills, leadership ability and experience? The people who stand out and are dependable

in a crisis may not be the same ones in charge in day-to-day life. Do not expect the cavalry to come

riding in to save your sorry azz if you do nothing

Posted On 06/12/2023
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VocoVeritas

Spirituality without religion is like life without a heart. It does not work in the real world, nor is it

what God intended for there is no eternal moral basis for mere spirituality. Pax Dominus Vobiscum.

Posted On 06/12/2023

 

Lee1959

Excellent advice, Almond. I am in a txt thread with 9 neighborhood women.  I reached out to them

cuz we are going out of town for a week and need help with our quail, cats, chickens, and black

Austrolorp chicks that will be hatching. We only need help every other day and are working on

making it as ez as possible. They payment would be quite a few free eggs and quail eggs. Only two

responded. All these women love getting my free, multi-colored, fresh, free range, absolutely

delicious eggs but don't want to help out (except the two). Do you know how many times I have

helped my neighbors with their cats, dogs, pigs, horses? I know I am complaining . . . it pizzes me

off. No more free eggs except for the ones who help out. I won't even sell them to these women.

Posted On 06/12/2023
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dubbydove

So what are they trying to tell us? That conspiracies aren't necessarily just theories after all?

Interesting factoid: Bill Gates' parentss, like him, were also entitled banking heirs. They were both

leaders in Seattle of both Planned Parenthood and the American Eugenics Society. Of course, since

their inherited wealth assured them of their superiority uber alles. They were involved in the AES from

the 1920's to the 1950's - including those pesky years in the middle when the leader of the Third Reich,

Adolf Hitler, wrote a letter of commendation to the AES thanking them for their great ideas on how to

rid the world of "unwanted populations".

So being a "conspiracy theorist" I naturally wondered, when IBM, the organization behind the great

efciency with which the *** killed the Jews (it's said they never could have reached the numbers they

did without the help of IBM) backed Gates, the nerdy do--nothing 20-something limited intellect on his

path to billionaire. Then I started watching Gates on You Tube. I listened as he talked endlessly about

just two subjects: population control (sounds better than eugenics after Hitler ruined it for them) and

epidemics. In one he talked about some kind of chip tattoo inserted into the entire population to

determine their health, to be executed by none other than IBM.

- No surprise there because it's certainly his business, being a high school grad and a computer nerd

whose never done anything that didn't garner him additional wealth. And I also heard him giggle when

reminded that using a phrase such as "vaccines will be the Nnal solution" might not be in the best taste.

Is his Dad stilll alive? He must be bursting with pride - his ignorant psychopath of a son is about to

become the World Fuhrer and maybe this time the rot can last 1000 years as the Third Reich wanted.

The question is, will the human race be able to outlast this evil, this total global suicidal insanity?

Posted On 06/12/2023
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Dordee

In the end, Hitler was his own undoing. Gates may very well end the same, he and his cronies, as

none of them will be content being one of many ruling the world. They will begin a feading frenzy,

each intent of being the one and only ruler. And who knows if and when Christ returns to end their

games. Our best bet is to resist, stay healthy and strong, ready to join the battle.

Posted On 06/13/2023

 

pjucla

Pivotal Point , wake up and stand up and educate everyone you know.

Posted On 06/12/2023

 

nateanthony

Ministry of Truth: "The WHO will even have the authority to dictate what is truth and what is

misinformation that must be censored. The WHO will essentially outlaw democracy worldwide because

democracy cannot exist unless there is freedom of speech in public discourse." ONE RING TO RULE

THEM ALL, ONE RING TO FIND THEM, ONE RING TO BRING THEM ALL AND IN THE DARKNESS BIND

THEM." - J.R.R. Tolkien pixels.com/.../nate-anthony

Posted On 06/12/2023

 

Arlen1

We lost Democracy when the Biden Regime took ofce.

Posted On 06/12/2023
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brianallen1

Why would you want democracy? That is mob rule. How has that mob rule been working out for

you? You want a Republic which is self-rule. Only We the People can get it back. But you don't get it

back by voluntarily wearing a muzzle for starters.

Posted On 06/12/2023

 

grulla

I would suggest that our Constitutional Republic is a TRUE democracy.

Posted On 06/12/2023

 

brianallen1

The constitutional Republic and democracy are opposites. A Republic is self-rule. You are the ruler,

the president and king. You make all of the decisions that dictate your life. We lost the Republic in

1871, by the way. Since then we have had mob rule- democracy. 50.009% ruling over the other

49.991%.which doesn't even take into account elections have been Nxed for 150 years. So when

you are a slave who is totally owned by the Corporation, please don't proclaim your elected

representatives work for YOU!.

Posted On 06/12/2023
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grulla

"...is a TRUE democracy." I was using "democracy" as a Ngurative adjective as opposed to a noun.

Posted On 06/12/2023

 

jwyoungjerry

I don't know why people like Bill Gates are hell-bent on committing genocide by pushing drugs that are

a detriment to human health. Also the WHO and globalist agenda doesn't have the citizens best interest

at heart. The one world government is a threat to humankind and I pray to God in heaven that their

agenda will not see the light of day.

Posted On 06/12/2023

 

Ronybegoode

The Gates family has been an important force in the negative eurgenics. That is the elimination of

people who are deemed inferior. The Nazi movement was very big in this movement. You can see

Bill Gates in a video interview talking about the beneNts of vaccines where he calculates that 15%

of the poplulation can be eliminated with a vaccine. A vaccine he promotes was used to sterilize

thousands of young women in Kenia.

Posted On 06/12/2023
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020202

jwyoungjerry.... Bill Gates and his buddies want earth to themselves, we are "useless eatters", they

want to destroy our health. The whole climate change hoax was because oil is Nnite and they want

it for themselves, we are "wasting it". One world government will probably end air travel for all but

the .0001%, because of "pollution", but actually they don't want us wasting oil anymore. Children's

Health Defense has a page where you can write all your representatives with a single button - I've

tried to look for it, but can't Nnd it, if you subscribe you'll get it.

Posted On 06/12/2023

 

jce60562

Decades of WHO Global Public Health Policy of Disinfection of Mucous Membranes, WHO Essentials

Medicine Listed OTC Anti-Infective Argyrol and not one peep out of anybody-am only the messenger.

Argyrol belonged to J&J. FDA gave Argyrol a monopoly under law [by regulating the class of silver

drugs to require NDA]. Argyrol was WHO public health policy for decades, against all contagion.

NIAID/DAIDS failed patent attempt 2005 used $10mil from the National Science Foundation. WHO has

to be held to answer that contagion was managed by WHO global public health policy of disinfection

using OTC Argyrol.

Posted On 06/13/2023

 

minimaniac1111

This is evil. You can go to CDC.gov and search "Symptoms of Covid 19". What pops up is AN EXACT

description of the common yu.

Posted On 06/12/2023
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bel1048

Dr. Kathleen Ruddy was on Rumble's the Shannon Joy Show, & she saw that the WHO was role playing a

pandemic of Marburg , which is 90% deadly, similar to Ebola & a Dr reported it accesses the body via a

histamine receptor.  They just may try knocking off as many as they can before the other horrors they

have in mind. Almighty God will judge the evil & seems that time is coming!

Posted On 06/12/2023

 

bed5884

If our elected representatives in Washington go along with the WHO treaty and a One World

Government results, then these same politicians will no longer be required. Their cushy part-time jobs

will be eliminated. These 'useful idiots' will no longer be needed and probably be considered

expendable. Wonder if they have thought this through......" oh, they would never do that to us".

Posted On 06/12/2023

 

tan2582

Worldwide Harassment Organization

Posted On 06/12/2023
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erf1969

Once you realize that you, your family, your kids; and your pets are the CO2 they want reduced, it all

makes sense! 1st round hospital protocols, 2nd round jabs, 3rd round more jabs, 4th endless boosters,

5th round famine and starvation! And the WHO wants to make all this fun mandatory for your health

and safety! No thanks! :)

Posted On 06/12/2023

 

catladyjan

I completely agree DO NOT COMPLY/OBEY. Read your state's constitution and become familiar with it

so you know your rights. Sue the bastards if you have to but DO NOT COMPLY. This is right out of the

same playbook the N's used and it is being pushed by their descendants, i.e. Gates, Schwab, etc. there

are more of us than there are of them! Additionally we have the 2nd amendment!

Posted On 06/12/2023

 

erf1969

Depop democide running full steam ahead. Euthanize you and your kids to save the weather. Big

decisions for a lot of people in the future! To be a part of society, travel, work, and even get access to

food (aka synthetic slop and insect protein because they’re collapsing the food supply) you’ll have to

take the next euthanasia jab! Been warning people about this coming medical tyranny for over a

decade! In 2020 I got laughed at, yelled at , censored, restricted, etc but here we are. And the sheep still

don’t see it! Should have listened to your buddy with the tin foil hat instead of the douche bags on the

tv!

Posted On 06/12/2023
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wal6250

Watch the fall of the cabal on Rumble

Posted On 06/12/2023

 

catladyjan

I hope that FREAK MONSTER Bill Gates is soon death with.  He belongs in jail!

Posted On 06/12/2023

 

kartoon1

This is the Nnal straw!! It’s time to Nght back with Nrst generation WAR! Throw away your phones,

computers, cars, and stand and Nght the COMMUNIST!! Beat them in the streets! When you see people

with a mask, SHAME THEM!!

Posted On 06/12/2023

 

capri6

Interest of Justice wants to sue the WHO to invalidate the Pandemic Treaty (and IHR amendments) but

they need donations. Read more

here...interestofjustice.substack.com/p/the-who-inb-meets-again-june-12-16

Posted On 06/12/2023
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dimetrodon

I have contacted my representatives in Congress. Not surprisingly, Sen. Schumer is all in. Here is his

ridiculous response. He is glad to give away control to The WHO -- Thank you for contacting me to

express your support for H.R.79, the World Health Organization (WHO) Withdrawal Act. The United

States, through its humanitarian aid and support for international bodies such as the United Nations,

has traditionally been at the forefront of global efforts to combat poverty and disease. The World

Health Organization (WHO) in particular has been instrumental in battling several international

outbreaks, such as the Ebola crisis in West Africa, the Zika virus in Latin America, and the COVID-19

pandemic that has impacted every corner of the globe.

At a time of tremendous global uncertainty, the US should not withdraw from world leadership. We

have a long and proud tradition in this country as a shining beacon of hope, and to turn our back on

that tradition would be a travesty. To reduce funding for these vital health programs would seriously

affect the safety, prosperity and health of the United States and the world-therefore, I will do everything

in my power to support them. As you know, H.R.79 was introduced by Congressman Andy Biggs on

January 9, 2023.

This legislation would direct the President to withdraw the United States from WHO and repeal the

original legislation that authorized the US to join the organization. Additionally, H.R.79 would prohibit

the use of federal funds for US membership in WHO. This bill is currently being reviewed by the House

Foreign Affairs Committee and I will continue to monitor its progress closely as it makes its way

through Congress. Again, thank you for contacting me. Please keep in touch with your thoughts and

opinions. Sincerely, Charles E. Schumer United States Senator

Posted On 06/12/2023

 

brianallen1

The epitome of bull fecal material.

Posted On 06/12/2023
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juststeve

Perhaps as this progresses, the responses of each representative could be displayed in they are for

or against it, and a link to expand their responses so we can see if they just xerox the WEF/WHO in

cookie cutter manner.

Posted On 06/12/2023

 

Segstar

Lip service at the Nnest..What else could be expected from these Willy wonky Politicians..Keep

"voting" em in make sure your vote counts...

Posted On 06/12/2023

 

catladyjan

Schumer makes me physically ill.......I loathe that commie

Posted On 06/12/2023
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Arlen1

Assuming the WHO actually has good intentions, their one-size-Nts-all mindset for health will fail

miserably. That's why they have the gain-of-function research going on for viruses. Every time they

think they are losing worldwide interest (Trump pulling the US out of the WHO), another pathogen will

be released upon the world and it will come out of China. China is the country of choice because they

are the most secretive. This will ensure compliance/lockstep.

Posted On 06/12/2023

 

VocoVeritas

With all due respect, there is no way the WHO or ANY NGO has good intentions, a fact abundantly

clear given the impact of the decisions those unlawful entities make. The global plandemic, that

effectively shut down the economies of the entire world, even closing many churches, had nothing

to do with good intentions but was an effort to eradicate mankind. Just look at the original

announcement from Moderna that stated their intention was to be around after a post extinction

event in order to remake humanity to their liking. Other than Marx' statement that his desire was

that ALL of creation would cease to BE, clearly driven by Satan, this is the second most evil

comment ever made.

Posted On 06/12/2023

 

pra3771

Hope so. Look up Democracy or Republic? At Brittannica.com. We were always under British rule. The

who isn't ending democracy. We the people are! Hallelujah!!!!!

Posted On 06/12/2023
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Raydawn

congress is going along with the whole plan as it did with the shots. I guess we're doomed.

Posted On 06/12/2023

 

Zinadots

WOW the WHO has become so powerful and so fast. Look out in 2025 as the USA may be replaced by

the WHO.

Posted On 06/12/2023

 

020202

This looks like a robo call to me, a total rip off.

Posted On 06/12/2023

 

SaritaSarah

This makes me think of the song by REM. https://youtu.be/Z0GFRcFm-aY

Posted On 06/12/2023
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Polo58

I have taken direct action and removed the legal title of the UK government to dictate how I live. I

suggest others do the same. Register with www.commonlawcourt.com/

Posted On 06/12/2023

 

my_RNA_DNA

WHO, the UN, WEF, big pharma, the DoD and gates are all self appointed terrorists and turds. They will

not stop pushing until all of humanity has been murdered and long gone except for a few million slaves

that remain to cater to these tyrannical weasels.

Posted On 06/12/2023

 

rrealrose

One of the best opinions I read over the weekend is Peter's here: "The jackboots are coming cults

persist with the jackboot and the gun - Nrst c19 next the climate - taxation enables corruption because

all taxation is theft" - - peterhalligan.substack.com/p/the-jackboots-are-coming-cults-persist  - - Peter

has been diving deep into the climate change hoax, electric vehicles (which are not environmentally

friendly to construct and do NOT HOLD resale value) and a slew of other strange and altered universe

projections we are hearing from WEF-trained leaders around the world. See what you think! As it may

not be our votes (that system has been corrupted) but our tax dollars that have been allowing these

criminals and NGOs to run amuck. In which case, an eventual bloodless uprising is all but ensured.

Already predicted for some time the EU will splinter apart, not just Brexit.
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Guillermou

Rose you can also add this: 400 BILLION $ US DOLLARS NOW REPORTED AS STOLEN & GRIFTER

AND GRAFTED FROM COVID RELIEF MONEY, 400 BILLION! I WROTE ABOUT THIS, IN CANADA

TOO, UK, ALL OVER & YES, THE COMMON THIEF WE MUST GO AFTER BUT ssshhhh, I cannot say it

too loudly, so listen up, go examine many of the US congresspeople, the senators, the MPs &

MPPs, Prime Minister friends, look there, they stole it, lets jail them for each 1$

palexander.substack.com/p/400-billion-us-dollars-now-reported?utm_sour..  (06/12/2023)
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rrealrose

Thanks Gui, I just posted a direct link to the same AP article underneath jamNjim - the one I posted

includes the AP video segment - staggering amount of losses, approx 10%.
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VocoVeritas

Dr. Mercola; My wife, a CCRN of 25 years, has great respect for you and for your work. As a result, I do

as well so thank you. I wish to point out though, that the title of your email is inaccurate as America is

not nor has it ever been a democracy. It was formed as a Constitutional Republic and while some

believe the Organic Act of 1873 ended that Republic, that act alone did not fundamentally transform

America into a democracy. Please consider refraining from the use of that term when discussing

America as it is not only inaccurate, but it is a de facto acceptance of the lies of many in our

government, media, and elsewhere who no longer represent us in any lawful manner whatsoever.  In

Hoc Signo Vinces.
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brianallen1

Voco, when you have a Republic on paper only but have the Corporation dictating every facet of the

people's lives, what matters? The term "democracy" is so ingrained in people's minds, they will

never unlearn it.
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Palazzolo

Our nation's government was intended, but not designed to be a constitutional republic. It was

designed to be a capitalistic bureaucracy at the behest of the bankers and merchants attending the

Nrst constitutional convention. Purchase and read the book: Cracks in the Constitution (The

Lundberg Library) by Ferdinand Lundberg for details regarding this. Thomas Jefferson and his

anti-federalists despised the results of the Nrst constitutional convention. Purchase and read the

Anti-Federalist Papers for details regarding this.
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rmstock

A Physician should always uphold the Hippocratic Oath, The new IHR and Pandemic treaty don't pass

the Hippocratic smell test. Do not ratify their new paperwork.
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deb7266

Sounds good. Have you checked out the number of physicians who have lost their licenses for

doing the right thing?
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Arlen1

Good luck with that.

Posted On 06/12/2023

 

Segstar

The Hippocratic oath has long been changed to the Hypocritic oath..
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Heimdall1

Can the US withdraw from the WHO as none sovereign?

Posted On 06/13/2023

 

Jeremiah.8

bartoll.se/2022/10/the-great-reset-vs-the-great-awakening-psyop/  

canucklaw.ca/academy-of-divine-knowledge-connecting-many
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jintampa1

I implore EVERYONE to contact their state congress critters to support the US' withdrawal from this

insanity...tick tock people!
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catladyjan

I did just that already.
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Robert from Alberta Canada

"Disease X", Mission Creep, eh?, Disease X another Invisible Boogeyman coming... be afraid... be very

afraid... or don't... like an old biker. We have no "rights"... might is always right.. always was... and

always will be... foe-ev-ah and foe-ev-ah... amen. They called down the thunder well now they got it. OB

you tell 'em we're comin' and hell's comin' with us... you hear... hell's comin' with us. We're already way

too old to worry about dyin' young and those woke homo commie wefe punks know it. Semper Fi.

www.globalresearch.ca/mission-creep-disease-x/5820821?utm_campaign=mag..
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steelj

If the voting public in the Western "democracies" are dumb and suicidal enough to go along with this,

can you really blame the elites for thinking they deserve to be treated like chattel? When they submit to

slavery of their own volition? I'm coming around more and more all the time to the elites' way of

thinking! Just kidding, but I can see where they're coming from at least a little bit. On what basis can

one conclude the masses deserve freedom when they'd rather be enslaved than be free?
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brodiebrock12

This is not rocket science people. A rapist will rape until IT is stopped from not being able to do IT. No

one should remotely be surprised by this or the ongoing and looming realities ahead. None of this ends

unless there is "actual" accountability. Its surreal there are STILL people wondering why this all

continues and will. ZERO accountability is the #1 existential crisis we face on most every level of

society now, but especially in this realm with the WHO and all the minions associated with it who

control the psychopathic entity
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Jeremiah.8

spirit of lawlessness.
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Heimdall1

Why does it look if those women came from Mt. Sinai with the ten commandments? Ah right, better not

say ..
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Heimdall1

"It’s now beyond imperative that people understand where we’re headed, and that the COVID

measures weren’t just responses to a given pandemic, but rather were the foundation for a

totalitarian one world government where human rights and freedoms will no longer exist." Wasn't it

the same after 911? It's always the same but people get it.
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Heimdall1

Here is something interesting from Bigtree twitter.com/.../1667402922613719042
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Heimdall1

Thought to draft a letter to those criminals as from the only still sovereign country on this ball. They

might have a smile for it, but who cares. Still the UN is at war with us, so can't be any worse.
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chrisgg

Dr Mercola please interview Cathy O'brien, she was the slave of the Clinton for 30 years! She is a

miracle, the minute I post something about her i't gone!

rumble.com/v1dzjcr-we-are-winning-against-the-new-world-order-mk-ultra..
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otis101

Thanks for this beautiful interview of Cathy O'Brien as she talks about 30 years under mk-ultra and

coming out on top after 30years with love and truth. I agree, Dr. Mercola would gain and his

readership would gain so much by listening to Cathy's story.
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BILLANDLAURENVERIZON.NET

You have described ,well, the premillennial dispensational interpretation of Bible prophecy; however,

that is a construct began in the 1580's by jesuit Francisco Ribera and carried forward by Emmanuel

LaCunza, jesuit and later then, Darby and Irving, all for the express purpose to ruin the faith of

Protestants who all knew and understood the truth regarding the book of Revelation. Every Christian

knew for centuries that the seat of the papacy was and is the true antichrist which takes power and sits

on the throne [ of the "Holy Roman Empire" which was the empire which rose as the one which is

described in Revelation as "the deadly wound being healed" ] as the man of sin...2Thessalonians 2.

This truth has not changed over time. The dispensational construct is a lie and meant to take all eyes

off Rome, which it has surely done. It has no basis in scripture ,whatsoever, as it has corrupted the true

meaning of Daniel 9:24-27, Matthew 24 , Mark 13 Luke 21.....and Revelation. The only way they can

make sense is to corrupt the truthful interpretations of scripture and ignore that "scripture is of no

private interpretation" as stated in 1Peter 1:20. Scripture must interpret scripture, meaning that the

proof of scripture is only within itself, within the bible and dispensational interpretations cannot and

never will.

As early as 1620, the Synod of Dort, a committee come together to guard against the Arminian heresy,

wrote the "Annotations" which is a bible commentary where they condemned the dispensationalists

writings as "repugnant" because it is a lie which leads away from the truth that the seat of the papacy,

which claims to be the HEAD of the church instead of Jesus [the vicar of Christ] , is the Antichrist, each

person occupying that seat over many centuries. All that said, it is true that we have turned our backs

on God for a very long, long time resulting in the judgment of God on the nation and world. We are now

in the 6th vial of Rev16. Trust in God alone.
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BILLANDLAURENVERIZON.NET

They are all serving the antichrist who sits on the throne in Rome , which is purposely kept hidden and

lied about continually. If you know history you can see this clearly that they have taken all eyes off

Rome with nothing but lies and fear tactics. They want to bring the world back to the tyranny they

induced for over a thousand years of the Dark Ages, when the papacy ruled with little opposition. Satan

inhabits this seat of power.
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Ronybegoode

Please make a Spanish version of this articla ASAP. This information is urgently needed in Europe

Thank you.
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BILLANDLAURENVERIZON.NET

AND....turn to God and trust in Him alone as the Sovereign King of His creation. Read the bible as this

is God's Nght with Satan, powers and principalities. Put on the armor of God, which is His word, the

bible, and stand fast against the lies and fear. Believe God and whatever He says in His word. He is

wise and good and is ridding the whole world from evil....forever.
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Heimdall1

The problem is that you fought for Satan in WW2 otherwise we wouldn't be in that trouble.
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